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Thisinvention relates to'an apparatus‘ for 7‘ 
use in dispensing liquids and particularly 
pertains to a'means and'method‘ for e?ecting 

pen'sed. ‘ v ‘ ~ 

An object of the invention is‘to provide a 
liquid dispensing'and display apparatus in 
which the liquid will be displayed by being‘ 
intermittently delivered to and discharged" 
from acontainer, and in‘which the ‘movement 
‘of‘the liquid will be automatically effected’ 
without directly subjecting it to the: action 
ofa pump. , ‘ ‘ 

Another object ‘is to provide a ‘means 
~whereby the‘ ?ow of liquid into the ‘display 
‘ container and-its discharge therefrom will be ‘ 
effected by making and breaking a ‘partial 
vacuum in the container. , ‘ ' 

Another‘object is to providea means for 
making “ and breaking the partial Vacuum 

‘ which is simplein construction, ‘durable and 
. not liable‘to get outof order.“ ' 

i . WVith the foregoing objects in view together 
with such other objects andadvantages as 

‘ may subsequently appears-the’ invention re 
sides generally in the provlsion ot a trans 
parent display container associated with a 
dispensing tank or reservoir for containing 

. the liquid to be ‘displayed and dISPGIISQCl,‘ to 
gether with means whereby the llquid from 
the reservoir, will be delivered to the con 
tainer ‘by suction inducedin the latter andbe 
discharged into thecontainer until the- latter" 
is ?lled to apre'determined level and then by 1 
breaking the suction induced in the container ‘ 

‘ to cause the liquid therein‘to “ gravitatelbackn 
to the reservoiizf . ' 

rangement of parts‘, hereinafter ‘described 
and claimed and illustrated‘ by way- of ex»v 
amplej in i the accompanying drawings, in 
which: I r > i a 

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic view of the app‘a-j 
ratus showing it partly in section and partly 

‘ in elevation with portions broken away ;‘ the 
displav ‘container control valve being shown‘ _ V I 

‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ i _‘ WlllCll renders the valve and its stem partly 
m . 

“ in‘ its open position; -‘ 
Fig. 2 is an ‘enlarged detail in section as 

seen on the line 2—2 of Fig. l; 

‘ r ‘ position; » i‘ » 

displayand agitation‘of the liquid tobe dis-l 

Fig. is a detail in sectionillustrating the 
‘ display container control valve in its closed 

Fig. 4 is aplan 
mechanism with the dis1:>lay‘container‘re-’ 
‘moved-y ‘i i 

‘i Fig. 5 is ani‘end‘view of the operating mech 

‘view of, ‘the operative“? ‘ ‘ 
'55-,» 

anism‘as ‘seen in the direction of the arrow 5 ‘ 
ingFigMl; ‘ ~ - i - ‘a 

Figs. 6317, 8, 9 and 10 are ‘diagrammatic 
‘views ‘illustrating ‘the manner in which'the 
liqu‘id‘is ‘displayed in the display container; 

Figs. 11 and 12‘ are sectionalviews taken 
on ‘line 11-12 of F 5 showing the opera: 
tion'of'themain control-valve.‘ 1‘ ‘i 

taining aliquid tobe dispensed, whichliquid 
may ‘be ‘drawn “from, the “reservoir by the 
usual dispensing means not necessary “to be 

~ here shown‘, ‘ and B indicates‘ a5 display con 

05g 
Referring to the “drawings more speci?cal- “ ‘i ‘ 

'ly, A-indic‘ates aytank‘or reservoir‘ for con‘ 

tai'ner which is‘superimposed in relation to " 
thereservoir A and‘is hereshownii as seated ‘ 
on‘the latter.‘- ‘This containermay be of any 
suitable construction‘ " but ‘- preferably com‘ "75 

prises-a glass globe. “ Leading downwardly. 
from the container and‘ opening toithe reser- ‘ 
voir'A is a tube 13ja1‘fording a1 communication 
between’the interior of, the, ‘reservoir. and the ' 
interior of the containen-I‘ T‘Arrangedwithin 
the tube l3‘is‘ aituh‘ular stem 14 on ‘the lower ‘ 
end ‘of which is supported avalve 15 adapted ‘ 
‘to seat on-the lower'end ofithe tube l3‘;'the 
valve 15 , including‘ a plate“ aiiloosely sup 
ported on ‘a head 6 on the lower end of the 
stem l-it‘an‘d also including a gasket a seating 

‘ ._ . . e ‘r on the plate a and adapted 1toseaton the lower - 
V The invention further resides in the parts‘ 
and ‘in the combination; construction ‘and ar 

end of the‘ tube when‘ the‘ valvefl5‘is in‘ its 
closed position. ' The stem ‘14: is open‘at‘its 

the valve‘l5‘is in ‘its ‘closed'posit'ion. The" 
" stem 14‘ is provided with guide flanges 16,1 
‘which loosely cooperate with the inner ‘face 
‘of the tube513 in guidingthe‘ valve 15‘ to its‘. 
seat, and mounted ‘onlthe stem lél'and prefer’ 
ably arranged within t‘he‘tub‘e 13 is a ?oat 17 

buoyant. ‘Leading from theupperpor'tion of 
the container is a conduit 18 here shown as ex 100 

ends and a?’ords a communication between W i 
the reservoir and the display'container, when“ 
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tending exteriorly thereof. The connection 
of the conduit 18 with the container 12 is 
preferably effected through a check valve 19 
here shown as embodying a valve housing (Z 
interposed between the end of the conduit 18 
and the interior of the container in which 
housing is mounted a dependant valve stem 6 
carrying a valve f on its upper end; the stem 
e being supported in a guide 9 and the valve f 
being adapted to be moved upwardly against 
the valve seat It to close the communication 
between the container and conduit. In event 
liquid in the container should inadvertently 
rise beyond a predetermined level, the check 
valve is closed by the action of a ?oat 2' car 
ried on the lowerend of the stem 0. 
The conduit 18 serves as a means through 

which air may be exhausted from and de 
livered to the display container; it leading 
from the container to a suitable operating 
mechanism, a preferred form of which is here 
shown as embodying a suction pump 20 the 
intake side of which communicates with the 
interior of the display container through the 
conduit 18, a main control valve 21 interposed 
in the communication between the pump and 
container, a timing mechanism 22 for actuat 
ing the valve 21, and a source of power here 
shown as comprising an electric motor 23 for 
actuating the pump, the timing mechanism 
and the main control valve. 
The valve 21 is here shown as embody 

ing a pair of plates 24: and 25 between which 
is interposed a turnable disk 26; the plates 
241 and 25 and disk 26 being assembled on a 
bolt 27 projectingfrom a standard 28. The 
bolt serves as a pivot on which the disk 
26 may turn.‘ A spring 29 bears between 
an abutment 30 on the bolt and the outer 
plate 24: and by its pressure maintains the 
plates 24 and 25 under yieldable pressure 
against the opposite faces of the disk. The 
plates 24 and 25 are formed with two pair 
of opposed openings; the openings and 70 
on the plate 25 communicating with a con 
duit 31 communicating with the conduit 18 
through a trap 32. The openings land on in 
plate 211 are designed to be alternately placed 
in communication with the openings ‘7' and 7a 
through the medium of the valve disk 26, 
which latter is formed with apair of open 
ings a and 0 for this purpose. The opening 
Z leads to atmosphere and affords an air in 
take for the display container when the 
valve disk 26 is positioned with the opening 
0 registering with the openings land j as 
shown in Fig. 11. The opening m communi 
cates with a. conduit 33 leading to the intake 
side of the pump 20 and affords an exhaust 
for the display container when the valve 
disk 26 is positioned to dispose the opening 
0 and register with the openings 70 and m as 
shown in Fig. 12. 
In order to afford a supply of air to the 

pump, when its communication with the dis 
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play container is cut off, the valve disk 26 
is formed with a channel p as shown in Fig. 
11; this channel being formed on the face 
of the disk 26 adjacent the plate 2.4;, which 
channel is so located that when the valve 
dis 1 26 is disposed with the port n register 
ing with the intake port Z and communica 
tion between the ports 7; and m is closed, the 
channel 79 will register with the port at and by 
reason of the channel opening to the periph 
ery of the disk 26 then affords a communi 
cation between the conduit 33 and atmos 
phere. 
A suitable mechanism may be provided for 

effecting actuation of the main control valve 
to alternately effect exhaust of air from the 
container and to deliver air thereto. The 
means here shown embodies a revoluble 
wheel 34 carrying a pair of opposed cams 35 
and 36 adapted on rotation of the wheel to 
successfully engage a pin 37 carried by the 
valve disk 36 in such fashion as to rock the 
valve disk from side to side; the wheel 34 
being mounted on a shaft 33 extending at 
right angles to the disk 36. The wheel 3st 
with the cams 35 and 36 constitute a portion 
of the timing mechanism and as a means of 
varying the intervals of the actuation of the 
disk valve to vary the moments of exhaust 
and intake of the display container, the cams 
35 and 36 are adjustably mounted on the 
wheel 34 and and for which purpose are here 
shown as embodying plates. which are de 
tachably secured to the wheel 34 by means 
of screws 39; the wheel 34 being formed with 
a series of threaded openings 40 for recep 
tion of the screws 39 so arranged as to per 
mit the cams being spaced various dis— 
tances apart and at various points periph 
erially of the wheel. 
As a means for driving the wheel the 

shaft 38 is here shown as fitted with a gear 
wheel 41 meshing with a driving worm 4-5! 
carried ‘on a shaft 43 adapted to be driv'ai 
through a train of gears, indicated generally 
at e4, from the motor 23. 
In the operation of the invention, starting 

of the motor 23 will set the pump 20 in op 
eration and will effect rotation of the wheel 
34 which latter will oscillate the valve disk 26 
as before described. ‘When the valve disk 26 
is disposed to place the ports of the main 
control valves j, Z and a in communication. 
the interior of the display container will 
then be open to atmosphere so that a liquid 
within the container, by reason of being high 
er than the level of the liquid in the reservoir; 
will gravitate through the tube 13 into‘ the 
reservoir as indicated in Fig. 1; the valve 15 
being opened under weight of the column 
of the liquid imposed thereon to permit dis 
charge of the liquid from the container. 
lVhile this discharge of liquid from the con 

911 

tainer is taking place, the valve disk 26 
is maintained stationary. On the cam 36 
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amt-'85 engaging‘thepin 37 ‘ and" rocking ‘the valy'e‘ 
to closei‘th'e air intake‘ and‘effect communi-‘ 
‘cation ' between] the interior of ' the ’ display 

‘ container and‘the suction‘ pump through the 
communicating ports 70, 0‘ and 177. through the‘ 
main ‘control wva‘lve as“ shown ‘ in ‘Fig. ‘12, a 
suction Wlll be induced in the container creat~ 

ling a partial vacuum ‘therein, which in re; 
ducing the atmospheric pressure in the‘con 
tamer will cause the Valve 15_'to close-‘um’ 
der the‘ combined action difference- in at 
mospheric} pressure. in ‘thej-reserv‘oir" and the 
huoyantetfect of the float “17.1 On closing 
of the valve 15,‘ the ‘suction induced in?the; 

. container will cause liquid-from thereservoir 
‘tof'?ow‘ upwardly through the stem ‘(14; and“ 
be deliveredin ‘the container preferably‘in 
the form of a tount‘ain‘as illustrated-in Fig. ‘ 

‘ 7. The‘ liquid Willthus continue‘ to "?ow into 
20 the container‘for an interval'of'time; gradu 

ally‘ ?lling the containerto’ a ‘predetermined’ 
level. ‘During this ?lling operation, the in-" 
coming fountain of‘liquid ‘willmai'ntain the? 
volume of liquid in the container in a state 
of agitation. This intake of the liquid en 
dures until‘ the main. control‘valve‘is ‘again ' 

‘ actuated by the cam 35 to cut ‘off the "coin 

an 

40 

15 

munication betweenthe .p-ump’and the con--~ 
tainer‘and to break vthe vacuum in the‘latter 
by‘ admitting air to the container through the ‘ 
ports ‘j, Z ‘and n ‘as ‘before described.‘ As ‘ soon 
as the “ suction in" the‘container‘terminates, 
the intake of liquid will stop‘ whereupon the 

‘ liquid‘inthe container will‘ cease to beTtu‘r-' 
bulent and because of thewalve 15 when be-v “ 
ing opened under the weight ‘of the liquid‘ 
causing: it to‘ flow back‘ into thereservoir, 
the‘level of the liquid in‘ the‘ container‘will 
gradually fall. _ “ ' g y 

In thismanner, the liquid‘is' alternately de 
liveredjto and ‘discharged from'the contain 
er; the container being‘empty or substan 
tially empty for an intervalof time then‘be 
ing filled ‘to a‘predetermined level: through 
anlinterva‘l of ‘time by a fountain which is 
gradually submerged and the liquid then a‘ 
maintained in a state of agitation for another 

‘ interval, and ?nally‘ rendered quiescent and 

so 

‘, ‘too 
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its level slowly lowered until the container 
is again substantially emptied. Thisdisplay 
action" is illustrated? diagrammatically in 
Figs‘. 6 to 10,v inclusive; Fig. 6 showing the 
container‘ as practically empty‘; ‘Fig. 7 ‘show-‘ 
ing the initial inflow of the liquid'into' the 
container-in the form of a fountain; ‘Fig. 8 
showing the mannerin‘ which the fountain 
is gradually submerged; Fig. 9‘showing‘the ‘ 
fountain as‘ submerged‘ and the liquid in a 
state of turbulence; and Fig. lOlshowing the 
liquid in a ‘placid state, while ?owing from 
the container." ‘ i r i ‘ 

‘It will be observed that during operation 
the level‘of the liquid in the containerfcon 
stantly varies and is not maintained for any 
appreciable length of‘ time'at a ‘ predeter 

mined level; and that 1while entering‘? the ‘ con- ‘ 
tainer the ‘liquid is {agitated ‘ ahdfturbulent _ ' " i 
and ‘while being“ discharged from the *con‘—» 
tai‘n‘er‘itislrelativelyiplacid. I ‘W 1 I 

“The ‘trap'32 is‘providedas‘ ‘means. an? 
collecting condensates‘ due ‘to moisture‘can 
ried off ‘with the air content of the container. 
sol as - to, prevent such moisture‘ ‘from fouling‘ 
the main control valve’and pump. #The check: 
vajl‘v‘e‘l 1.9, while not; essential t0§ the operation: 
of the device‘ may‘ be ‘employed; as a precaua 
tio‘n againstexc'essijve ?lling of‘ theldispla'yi 
container. 7 

‘ The‘ ‘ invention 7'15» particularly“ apiilaable 
_ for usein "the 1 displayofj beverages in beverg 
age dispensers such'as‘are used ‘in dispensing 1 
fruit‘ juices‘ian‘d the‘like, but it‘mayiiobvious-y _» ' ' 
ly be employed forthe dis‘pl'ayfof various; 
liquids. ‘ ‘ 

wane ‘W. ha‘ye ‘éitbwnana a'saiad a "Spej: 
ciiic embodiment ofour invention,“ we‘ do‘ not“ 
limit ‘ourselves to the-exact‘details as‘shown; 
but mayiiemploysuch changes, modi?cations ‘ 
and equivalents, ‘as come within the meaning ‘I 
andscope of: the appendedfc‘laims.» _‘ ‘I. WVc'llolaim: “ I 1 ‘ 

; 1."‘Inf'3a'.‘»liquid‘ display apparatus; a reser; 
voir‘,‘ a1 . ‘display container ‘in- communication‘ 
with “said reservoir‘, means‘ ‘for -‘< dellveri‘ng‘ 
liquid from] said réservoirto ‘said 1‘container 
by suction “induced'i‘n thelatter,and auto-l ‘ 
matic means for controlling ‘the intake of 
liquid tothe container‘ operable ‘to e?ect dis_ 
charge of liquid therefrom. ‘ ‘ 

voir, a display container in communication 
‘ with‘ said ‘reservoir,’ means "for creating a‘ 
‘partial jvaciium ‘for ‘said container“ whereby 
liquid wlll be inducted ‘fr'rom the IGSGIIVOH“ 
into'the' container, and‘ automatlc means for 

2. In‘ a liquid display apparatus, a‘re‘seri? 

75. 

85. 

95. I 

100 ‘ 

intermittently‘ breaking the partial‘ vacuum a 
in the ‘container, ‘whereby “eduction‘ of ‘liquid 
therefrom will be effected in1 alternationewith 
the induction thereof.‘ _ i i ‘ “ _‘ “ ‘ “ 

- 3. In a liquid‘display apparatus, a_ reser¢ 
voir, a display container in‘ communlc‘ation 
with the reservoina‘suction pump‘ for creat 
ing a partial vacuum‘. in ‘said display con 
tainer, ‘whereby liquid from. the reservoir 
will "be-inducted into the container, ‘and a 
main controlv‘alve‘ automatically‘operable.to \ 
alternately \ make ‘ and break communication" 
between the ‘suctionpump and the container 
and adapted to admit‘ air to the container‘ 
whereby the liquid in ‘the container‘will be 
causedyto ?ow therefrom. ‘ ‘~ > 

‘ 4. In a liquid display apparatus,‘ a reser-_ 
voir, ‘display container in ‘ communication 
with ‘the reservoir, a suction‘ pump for‘cr'eat's 
ing ‘a‘partial vacuum-'in's‘aid display con 
tainer, whereby liquid from the reservoir will 
be inducted into the container, a main control 

110 I I 
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valve operable toalternately make and break ‘ 
communication between‘ the suction‘ pump‘ 
and the container and adapted to admit‘ai‘r 
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to the Container whereby the liquid ‘in the 
container will be caused to flow therefrom, 
and means for automatically timing the op 
eration of said valve whereby induction and 
eduction of the liquid to and from the con 
tainer will be alternated at predetermined 
intervals. 7 

5. In a liquid display apparatus, a reser 
voir, a container communicating with the 
reservoir, means for inducting a partial 
vacuum in said container, whereby liquid 
will be drawn into the container from the 
reservoir, and means operable at predeter 
mined intervals for intermittently breaking 
the partial vacuum in the container and co 
operating ‘with said last named means in ef 
fecting alternate delivery of liquid to and its 
discharge from the container. 

6. In a display apparatus, a reservoir, a 
display container, a tube affording communi 
cation between the container and reservoir 
the lower end of which extends into liquid in 
the reservoir, a tubular stem in said tube, 
a valve on said stem for closing said tube 
through which said stem opens, said valve 
being adapted to be opened under weight .of 
liquid in the container, means for inducing a 
partial vacuum in said container operable to 
effect closing of said valve and whereby 
liquid from the reservoir will be delivered 
to the container through the tubular stem, 
and means for intermittently breaking the 
vacuum in the container. 

7. In a display apparatus, a reservoir, a 
display container, a tube affording communi 
cation between the container and reservoir 
the lower end of which extends into liquid 
in the reservoir, a tubular stem in said tube, 
a valve on said stem for closing said tube 
through which said stem opens, said valve 
being adapted to be opened under weight of 
liquid in the container, means for inducing 
a partial vacuum in said container operable 
to eifect closing of said valve and whereby 
liquid from the reservoir will be delivered 
to the container through the tubular stem, 
means for imparting buoyancy to said stem 
and valve, and means for intermittently 
breaking the vacuum in the container. 

8. In a liquid display apparatus. a reser 
voir, a container arranged above the reser 
voir and communicating therewith, a suc 
tion pump, a communication between the in~ 
take side of said suction pump and said con 
tainer, an oscillatory valve interposed in 
said communication operable alternately to 
open and close the communication between 
the pump and container and to alternately 
open and close the container to atmosphere, 
and means for periodically actuating said 
valve. - 

9. In a‘ liquid display apparatus, a reser 
voir, a container arranged'above the reser 
voir and communicating therewith, a suc 
tionpump, a communication between the in 
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take side of said suction pump and said con 
tainer, an oscillatory valve interposed in 
said communication operable alternately to 
open and close the communication between 
the pump and container and to alternately 
open and close the container to atmosphere, 
a revoluble wheel, a pair of cams on said 
wheel and means whereby rotation of said 
wheel will cause said cams'toeffect actuation 
of said valve. _ 

10. In a liquid display apparatus, a reser 
voir, a container arranged above the reser 
voir and communicating therewith, a suc 
tion pump, a communication between ‘the 
intake side of said suction pump and 
said container, an oscillatory valve in 
terposed in said communication operable 
alternately to open and close the commu— 
nication between the pump and container 
and to alternately open and close the con 
tainer to atmosphere, a revoluble wheel, a 
pair of cams on said wheel, vmeans whereby 
rotation of said wheel will cause said cams 
to effect actuation of said valve, said cams 
being relatively adjustable on said wheel, 
whereby timing of the operation of said valve 
may be varied. 

11. In a liquid display apparatus, a reser~ 
voir, a. display container communicating 
with said reservoir, a pipe leading from the 
upper portion of said container, means for 
inducing a suction in said container through 
said pipe whereby liquid from the reservoir 
will be drawn into the container, a normally 
open check valve operable by liquid in the 
container for closing communication be 
tween'the container and said pipe, and means 
associated with said suction means for inter 
mittently breaking the suction induced in 
said pipe, at predetermined intervals. 

12. In a liquid display apparatus, a reser 
voir, a display container communicating 
with the reservoir, a pipe leading from the 
upper portion of the container, means for 
exhausting air from said container through 
said pipe, a trap in said pipe for condensing 
moisture, and means associated with said 
suction means for intermittently opening 
said pipe to atmosphere, at predetermined 
intervals. 

13. The method of displaying a liquid con 
sisting in delivering the liquid to a display 
container by suction induced in the latter 
and automatically breaking the suction at 
predetermined intervals to cause the liquid 
to gravitate from the container, thus form 
ing a closed cycle of operations. 

14. The method of displaying a liquid 
consisting in gradually delivering the liq 
uid to a display container in the form of a 
fountain created by suction induced in the 
container, whereby in?owing ‘accumulating 
liquid in'the container will be rendered tur 
bulent, and automatically breaking the suc 
tion at predetermined intervals by ‘admit 
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ting air to the‘ container, whereby the liquid 
in the container is rendered relatively placid 
and is Caused to be discharged from the con 
tainer by gravity, thus forming a closed cy- ‘ 
cle of automatic operations. ‘ 

‘In testimony whereof, we have a?ixed our 

HERBERT LLGLIAZE. . , 
‘FORREST G. STANFORD. 
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